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6th November 2019  

 
Dear Parent/Carer  
 
PE Uniform and Expectations for Illness/Injury 
 
I am writing to inform you of an update to our uniform policy in the Physical Education Department and to 
remind all parents of the expectations with the cold weather approaching.  
 
The Secondary Physical Education School Uniform Policy is as follows: 
 

➢ KBA PE Polo Shirt  
➢ KBA PE Long Sleeve Shirt (optional) 
➢ KBA PE Hoody (optional) 
➢ Black PE Short 
➢ Black Tracksuit Bottoms 
➢ Plain Black Under Armour 
➢ A Sports Rain jack (if raining only) 

 
No other hoody/coat will be allowed to be worn and only back shorts/tracksuit bottom will be allowed (no other 
colour). This information is also on the academy website.  
 
The update to the policy includes if a student is ill or injured. Unless students medically cannot get changed, they 
will be expected to be changed and in kit even when a parental note is provided of illness/injury, this is so they 
can support in a coaching/leadership role.  Therefore, they will still need to bring PE kit when ill/injured. This will 
start from 11/11/2019. 
 
As the weather gets colder I would advise students wear a combination of the above if they feel they will be cold 
outside as we are very lucky to have an “all weather” astro-turf so students should expect to be outside if that is 
the activity they are on. 
 
I am pleased with how excellent the students have looked this academic year with the updated PE uniform 
already and I thank you for your support with this. Any concerns please feel free to contact me; 
benwilliams@kba.uk 
 
Many thanks 
 
Ben Williams 
Head of Physical Education 
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